Improved semiempirical heats of formation through the use of bond and group equivalents.
Deficiencies in energetics obtained using the common semiempirical methods, AM1, PM3, and MNDO, may partly be traced to the use of pseudoatomic equivalents for conversion of molecular energies to heats of formation at 298 K. We present an alternative scheme based on the use of bond and group equivalents. Values for the 61 bond and group equivalents necessary for treatment of molecules containing the common organic elements, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen have been derived. For a set of 583 neutral, closed-shell molecules mean absolute errors in AM1, PM3, and MNDO heats of formation are reduced from 6.6, 4.2, and 8.2 kcal/mol to 2.3, 2.2, and 3.0 kcal/mol, respectively. Several systematic problems are overcome in the present scheme including relative stabilities of branched hydrocarbons, energetics of conjugated systems, heats of formation of long chain hydrocarbons, and enthalpies of molecules containing multiple heteroatoms. Although the approach is restricted to molecules with well-defined functional groups, the equivalents are easy to incorporate and are chemically relevant. This revised procedure allows semiempirical methods to be used for far more reliable evaluations of heats of reactions. Estimates are made of the errors inherent in these semiempirical formalisms, arising from integral approximations and the neglect of explicit treatment of electron correlation effects, while excluding those from inadequate parameterization.